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----- 

THE WAVE SUPPRESSORS USED IN THE N.A.C.A. TANK. 

By Starr Truscott 

SUMMARY -. 

So long a time was required for the disturbed water 
to become quiet after a model had been towed down the 
N.A.C.A. tank, that only 12 to 18 runs a day could be 
made. In order to shorten the time lost in waiting be- 
tween runs, several different methods of suppressing the 
waves were tried. 

The most effective form of wave suppressor developed 
consists of wooden frames covered with fine copper screen- 
ing and secured horizontally just beneath the surface of 
the mater at the sides of the tank. With these suppressors 
placed every 50 feet along the length of the tank, 40 to 
60 test runs a day can be made. 

INTRODUCTION 

The effect of the wa'ves produced by the models on the 
frequency with which test runs could be made was given 
very careful consideration in the preparation of the de- 
sign for the B.A.C.A. tank (reference 1). Side overflow 
troughs such as are used in the Jfashington Experimental 
Model Basin, or in a somewhat different form in the Ottawa 
tank (reference 2), are most effective wave suppressors 
because the crests of the waves fall over the overflow 
edge and are removed. It was not possibl8 to provide such 
troughs in the M.A.C.A. tank because of the additional 
cost. 

The University of Michigan tank has the side walls 
coved in from the water line. The cove turns the wave 
crests back on the waves and is quite successful in damp- 
ing the waves and reducing the time between runs. It also 
has an important advantage in that it makes possible a 
considerable reduction in the weight of the towing car- 
riage because the running rails are placed on the contln- _ 
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ous bracket formed by the cove, thus making the carriage 
narrower. The lighter carriage structure can be acceler- 
ated more easily and the weight of the propelling equip- 
ment is reduced accordingly. 

The saving in weight of towing carriage was thought 
to be of specfal value and the coved-in sides were adopted 
for the N.A.C.A. tank in the hope that they would also 
prcv.0 effective as wave suppressors. 

The'effect of the COV8drin Bid88 on the waves was ob- 
served very carefully when making test runs. Although the 
larger waves were reduced in height quite rapidly, the 
smaller ones w6re apparently not affected and it was nec- 
essary to wait from 10 to 30 minutes after each run, ac- 
cording to the amount of disturbance that had been pro- 
duced, before beginning the next run. The average time 
required to make a run and return the toning carriage is 
about 7 minutes, but because of the long delay between 
successive runs, only 12 to 18 test runs could be made in . 
an 8-hour day. 

METHODS BOR SUPPRESSING WAVES 

The necessity for long waits between runs was a ae- 
vere lfmitation on the amount of work that could be don8 
fn the N.A.C.A. tank and a search for methods for quickly 
suppressing the waves was immediately begun. The most 
promising method seemed to be to dissipate the energy in 
the waves by causing them to pass through a fine screen 

,and break down into a multitude of small eddies. It ap- 
peared-that the screens might be fitted vertically or hor- 
izontally and might be rigid or f,lexible and yielding 
somewhat to the waves. 

The first arrangement trfed was a doubled sheet of 
cloth suspended along the side of the tank just under the 
edge of the overhanging cove. The cloth was held taut by 
a length of pipe hanging in the bight, and was submerged 
about two thirds when the water was quiet. 
Thfs dev'ice was'unsuccessful; 

(See fig1 1.) 
the waves produced by the 

models struck the vertfcal cloth and passed through it ap- 
parently unaffected. Some slight reduction in amplitude 
could occasionally be seen, but the desired effect was not 
obtained. 
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. A horizontal screen floating in the Gzer was next 

tr~'fedd. Wooden frames about 8 feet long and 18 'inches Fpfde 
were covered with copper screen made of wire O.Q25 inch 
in diameter, wfth 12 meshes to the inch. Three of these 
frames rPere fastened end to end and secured under the cove 
where they floated with the screen barely submerged. (See 
fig. 2.) The waves ran through these framos apparently 

-. unaffected and it was OOnOluaOd that tho scroon was too 
coarse in nosh. No finor scroon bofng immod,iatoly avail- 
able; a somewhat loosely woven light cloth was added to 
the frames to givo tho offoct of a ffnor mosh screen* 
Th'is arrangomont proaucoa very noticcablo reduction in tho 
smallor and shorter vavos as thoy passed through tho 
scroons, but the longor waves n-ere vary slightly affect-(36. 
Tho'mobilfty of the frames permitted them to rise and fail 

-with the longer wave; consequently-the water was not forced 
through the screens and the amplitude of the wave motion 
was not reducea. The obvious remedy was to secure the frames 
so that they could not move up or down; the moving water-of 
the waves would be forced to travel a greater--distance 
through the screens and to dissipate a greater quantity'of 
its energy 'in the eddies excitod.by the flow through the 
f3ne mesh of tho screens. Tho groater thb dissipation of 
enorgy in tho oddios tho moro comploto would bo the-de: -. 
struction of the wave motion and the-more nearly perfect'. 
the suppression of the waves. 

Accordingly, the necessary brackets and structure' 
were constructed and the frames were fitted horizontally 
beneath the cove as before but fixed at such a height that 
the screen was about 1 inch below the surface of the water 
(fig. 3). The first installation consisted of a few sets, 
each made up of three.frames secured together, spaced at 
1000foot intervals in the middle of.the testing length of 
,the' tank. This arrangement produced a marked redu.ctioa 
in all waves that ran into it and the numbor of sets of 
frames was a0ubha. Tho effect of this $ncreas.e pas_so 
pronouncod that sufficient additional sets of franos wcro 
fitted to pormit them to bo spacod at lOO-foot intervals 
along the ontiro length of the tank. Tho waves more so 
effectively suppressed that the number of runs por day .. 
was trebled and irt scomod that all difficulties with wavos 
mere ended. This opinion lasted until some tests were 
made with very heavily loaded models at high speeds when 
it was found that these models left mves that persisted 
long enough to produce very irregular resis-tance records 
on the succeeding runs. A7_though ruEs- could be -%ade as 
frequently, the accuracy of the readings obtained was not 
as good as was desired. 
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I"*.The.obvious ramedy:for this' condition was the addi- 
%ioii of more frames and accordingly the number was again 
doubled :ande the sets of framos are'.now spaced at 50-foot 
i,nt'orvals. 

i .' .i 
. - CONSTRUCTION OF THE TAVR SUPPRESSORS i 

I 
-* .'. As will be seen in figures 3 and 4, the unit is a sim- 

ple'wo.oden frame 8 feet long and'21-l/8 inches wide to 
i 

which; is 6ecure.d by copper tacks an Is-inch-wide strip of 
'copper s'creen made of 0.013-inch-diameter mire and with 30 
meshes to the inch. Th,ree frames are held together to 

j 

form a' set by hooks made of fXat copper l/8 inch thick. 
I 

%ach s,et is held fixed in position beneath the cove by 
fdur struts, made of steel tubing and a small angle, that 

* e&end down 'from clamps secured to four of the chairs sup- 
porting the rail. Th-e 1 by 1 inch angle at the bottom of 
e&h strut is secured to the l-3/4 by 2-3/4 inch pine 
cross-bar on the ,frame by screws, the steel parts are 

.given two coats ,of aaphaltum varnish to a point about 1 
foot tiboiie the 'water line. The' cross bar keeps the steel 6 
parts out of'the salt water with.which the tank is filled 
and thus prevonts electrolytic action between the copper I 
screen and. the steel. l 

The position of the wave suppressors in the water 
does not seem to be critical. The screens wore first 
tried about 1 inch below the water surface and the damp- 
ing of the waves was very pronounced. .The.dietance below 

.the water level decreased slowly as the water level fell 
.because of evaporation and leakage fronthe tank. The. 
drop in level takes place at the rate of about 1 inch per 
month and the effect of the change in love1 Fpas observed 
ovor tho wholo poriod. ~~Apparontly the waves were sup- 
pressed as effectively with the'screcns at the wator sur- 
face as with them 1 inch belon. Any difference was so 
small as to be negligible for practical purposes* 

The final installation of wave suppres.sors is as just 
described. It has been found that the waves produced by 
towing a model are reduced so quickly that another test 
run may usually be begun within a minute or-two after the 
carriage returns from completing the previous one, Before 
the wave suppressors were installed it was possible to 
make a maximum of from 12 to 18 tdst runs a day. Since 
they have,boen..:in use it has boon oossible to. make 40 test 

. . 

.' 
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runs a day wpith ease and, if necessary, 60 test runs can 
be made fn 8 hours. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., November 5, 1934. 
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Figure 1. - Vertical screen. 
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tal screen. 
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